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Bison roam the hills of southern Illinois
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian
Early afternoon on a warm day in
southern Illinois, there is not a cloud
in the sky. A man maneuvers his fourwheel off-road utility vehicle into the
middle of a wide pasture and stops.
As he steps out of the vehicle, his
boots dig into the mud as he walks
to the truck bed to retrieve several
buckets of corn.
Moving in a circle, he pours the
corn into small piles around the vehicle
and in a deep, bellowing voice yells,
“Buffalo!” His voice travels over the
field, attracting the attention of a herd
of large animals in the distance and
in a matter of seconds, curious bison
surround him.
The man is Clifton Howell. He
and his family, including his children
Anthony, Chris, Richard and
Margaret, own and operate Bison Bluff
Farm. Located off of Bethel Church
Road east of Cobden, the farm is on a
1,100-acre plot of land nestled into the
rolling hills of southern Illinois.
Howell said he began buying the
land piece-by-piece starting with
100-acres around 22 years ago.
Howell said the farm provides the
perfect area for bison to do what they
do best: roam. Howell said the bison
cover roughly 600 acres each day.
Bison herds run like most large
groups of mammals. Usually there is
one male who asserts authority on the
farm, Howell said.
“A bull is considered mature at five
years old,” he said. “At around seven to
nine, he no longer is the dominant bull.
My herd, I run 10 bulls and one bull does
98 to 99 percent of all the breeding.”
Howell, who owns and operates a
construction company full-time, said
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Clifton Howell, owner of Bison Bluff Farm, feeds corn to a herd of bison Saturday. Howell, who runs the farm with his family, said he
raises bison to provide a healthy alternative to red meat. The farm sits on 1,100 acres of family owned property east of Cobden.
raising bison is not about the money.
“There’s money in everything you
do,” he said. “It costs you money for
everything, you try and turn a profit
and make money with something. I do
this for a hobby.”
The farm is home to approximately
350 bison. The number varies from

year to year depending on how many
calves are born. Around six bison are
sent out for butchering once a month,
Howell said.
Bison meat is lean and designated
as a healthy alternative to other red
meats. According to the United States
Department of Agriculture, bison

meat contains only 2.42 grams of fat
per 100 gram serving while choice
beef contains 18.54 grams of fat per
100 grams. Choice beef contains 283
calories per 100 gram serving while
bison meat contains only 143 calories.
Howell feeds the bison hay and grass
for most of their lives. No hormones or

chemicals are added to their diet.
“They get all the natural hay they
want,” he said. “We bail around 900
round bails each year. During the
wintertime, my average consumption is
about four and a half round bails a day.”
Please see BISON · 4

Graduate assistants file charges against trustees
LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
An ongoing labor complaint against
the university administration by a
graduate student union remains unsettled.
Graduate Assistants United filed unfair
labor practice charges against the SIU
Board of Trustees after many months of
waiting for the university to negotiate
time allowed to work.
The complaint filed Feb. 10
with the Illinois Educational Labor
Relations Board alleges since Aug.
12 the board and administration has
refused to “bargain in good faith,”
regarding graduate assistant contracts.
GAU President Matt Ryg said the
charges were filed because the university
violated the collective bargaining
agreement within the graduate assistants’

contracts, specifically regarding full-time
equivalency rates, or the maximum
number of hours a graduate assistant is
allowed to work in a week.
“It’s only recently that they stopped
going to the table to talk about it,” Ryg
said. “They wanted to sit down and
resolve it and we were going to schedule
a meeting and they kind of backed out.”
Chancellor Rita Cheng said 1
percent of graduate assistants are
affected by the cut. Ryg said it affects
about 35 graduate assistants out of
more than 1,600 in fall 2012.
Dennis Lunt, head of GAU’s
membership committee, said the
university capped graduate assistants’
work hours at 50 percent of full-time, or
20 hours a week, to avoid Affordable Care
Act provisions. The cap was 75 percent,
or 30 hours a week, before Aug. 12.

Cheng said the ACA states only
employees who work more than 20 hours
a week are subject to employer covered
health insurance.
She said the national standard for
graduate assistantship is no more than 20
hours a week.
“Graduate schools across the country
and their associations have said that once
somebody hits over 50 percent (20 hours)
then they’re really not a student,” Cheng
said. “They’re spending more time than
they should on their employment.”
Cheng said the university decides
how many hours its employees work.
“Our position is that we are the
employer and we can set hours for
employees,” she said.
Cheng said the university will be
fined millions of dollars if one of the
graduate assistants exceeds 20 hours

Salukis fall below .500
see SOFTBALL 11

a week without employer health
insurance coverage.
“If we don’t (make the cut), we get
heavy fines,” she said. “The graduate dean
has decided to enforce what should have
been our practice.”
Susan Ford, interim dean of the
graduate school, could not be reached for
comment as she is overseas recruiting.
Lunt said the majority of graduate
assistants work 10 to 20 hours a week.
“Our contract stipulates – and we
bargained for this last time we had a
bargaining session – (we can work)
anywhere between 25 and 75 (percent),”
he said. “We did that for several reasons.
Some departments offer 75 percent
contracts to students that don’t have
financial support from elsewhere. This
would be particularly important for
international GAs who are not allowed to

work off campus.”
Lunt said most graduate assistants are
offered two positions and must choose either
the academically intensive course to work 10
hours a week or the financially intensive path
to work 20 hours a week. He said the 75
percent provision allowed them to be further
involved in academics and work.
Stipend levels for graduate assistants
vary by department, and Ryg said his
nearly $850 cut would make a difference
to him and his fiancée, who are both
graduate students.
Gene A. Holt, IEA’s associate general
counsel, represents GAU. Lucas Crater,
SIU’s interim general counsel, represents
the board.
Crater said in an email Tuesday,
his office “is unable to comment
regarding ongoing litigation, disputes,
and the like.”

Attempting to hit over
the fence
see pg 12
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Southern Weekend Spotlight
Thursday, April 10, 2014
EDITOR’S NOTE

ReadersWelcome to our newest Pulse venture,
the Southern Weekend Spotlight.
For years the Daily Egyptian
has produced a campus and
community
calendar
on
Thursdays to help inform students

of area events each weekend, but
a calendar can only provide the
basic info.
By creating a section each
Thursday to highlight bands
with pre-performance interviews,
we hope to give readers a better
snapshot of the events going

on in southern Illinois rather
than waiting to post recaps on
Mondays. The section will rotate
bars and wineries, giving each
some time in the spotlight.
Each week the section will
contain three different pieces: a
Q&A with an area artist scheduled

to play over the weekend, a
preview of a band or event going
on at a bar and a similar preview
for wineries.
We hope this combination of
the calendar and articles will help
the Daily Egyptian become the
community’s go-to source for arts

and entertainment as readers plan
their weekends. As always, feel free
to contact me with any comments
or suggestions at kburgstahler@
dailyegyptian.com.
Karsten Burgstahler
Pulse Editor

Gramatik on Lowtemp, touring,
stage production and must-see TV
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian
The Slovenian-born Denis Jasarevic,
also known as Gramatik, makes his
Copper Dragon debut Thursday with
support from fellow Lowtemp recording
artists BRANX and Gibbz.
Gramatik is one of electronic music’s
most versatile producers, mixing the
likes of funk, soul, hip-hop, jazz and
R&B. He creates a sound perfect for
every dance floor and has showed off his
musical talents ever since his first album

“Street Bangerz Volume 1” was released
in 2008. “The Age of Reason,” his most
recent album, released in January.
The Daily Egyptian had the
opportunity to interview Gramatik
before his upcoming concert.
Let’s start off by talking about your
new album. How has your music
evolved up until now?
I started out making hip-hop beats
using samples from other artists/records.
On (“The Age of Reason”) I recorded my
own samples with the help of my homies
Exmag and other talented musicians like
Eric Krasno (Soulive & Lettuce). The
future is in analog samples.
How did you create Lowtemp?
Lowtemp was created in order to
have my own avenue to release my own
music however I want. Also, I wanted to
provide a platform for other producers to

share their crafts with the world.
What do you see for the future of
the label?
We’re going to keep releasing music
and see how far we can take it.
What role do the live instrumentals
play in your overall production?
These days, they play in a lot. I still
produce with samples when I hear things
I like, but with live samples I record
myself; I can produce songs exactly how
I hear them in my head.
What presences do Eric from
Exmag and Russ Liquid bring to
the stage?
They both bring a different thing. Eric
is a super cool surfer-type guy who carries
a very cool vibe about him and Russ is all
energy and all over the stage. We recently
got him a wireless microphone for his
horns so that he can walk anywhere on

the stage.
Do you plan to continue adding new
elements to your stage production? If
so, what would you like to include?
Oh, definitely … once you start
to feel satisfied with yourself, you are
already dead in the water. We are always
thinking of new ideas … my Lighting
Designer Devon Brown is the man and
is constantly bringing new ideas to the
table for our stage production ….Watch
out for that kid, he’s a Jedi with the lights!
Your spring tour is now about half
way through. What have been the
highlights thus far?
It definitely was in (Washington) D.C.
at the 9:30 Club. The show was great and
sold out which was amazing. However,
earlier in the day, we went on a Segway
tour of the Capitol and now I’m addicted
to Segways…. I gotta get one ASAP.

Your show at the Copper Dragon
in Carbondale is shaping up to be
a pretty intimate show. Do you like
playing for smaller crowds or say a
festival sized crowd?
I like them both … I love huge crowds
because when you ask them to scream
you feel them … However, I love smaller
club shows because I can make out faces
and can actually participate with the
crowd on a personal level.
What do you like to do in your
free time, when you are not touring
or producing?
Catching up on my favorite TV shows
(Boardwalk Empire,” “Breaking Bad,”
“Game of Thrones,” “True Detective,”
etc.) and producing more music.
Kyle Sutton can be reached at
ksutton@dailyegyptian.com
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SpringFest lineup features a homecoming
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian
The tunes of area musicians make
up the backbone of Carbondale
nightlife, and because of festivals like
the Shiner SpringFest that tradition
lives on.
The annual music festival will take
place Saturday at Hangar 9. Shiner
Beer and Carbondale Main Street
will sponsor the event, which blends
area and outside musical acts, good
beer and local craft and food vendors.
There will be six musical acts

throughout the evening, scheduled
on two stages —the outdoor main
stage and the indoor stage. Southern
Illinois favorite The Woodbox Gang
will headline this year’s festival;
other musical acts include The Mike
Dillon Band, Aaron Kamm and the
One Drops, Little Pizza, Arpetrio
and The Heard.
The Mike Dillon Band begins
the evening under the sun at 6 p.m.
Led by percussionist, vibraphonist
and vocalist Mike Dillon, the band
produces a unique sound described
as New Orleans punk rock.
Area musician Ryne Teston,
known in the music world as the
front man for Little Pizza, continues
the night inside at 7:30 p.m. Little
Pizza is an up-and-coming loopbased project that blends beatboxing,

fingerstyle guitar, cello, banjo and
various electronic instruments.
The group also invites audience
members up on stage to rap during
performances. Teston’s unique style
of play is a refreshing break from the
musical norm.
“It’s exciting to be on the
SpringFest bill being that we’re
such a new group and we’ve played
so few shows in Carbondale,”
Teston said. “I’m confident we’ll
add our own little unique element
to opening this show.”
At 8 p.m. St., Louis-based reggae
blues trio Aaron Kamm and the
One Drops take their spot on the
outdoor stage. The trio, led by
guitarist/vocalist Aaron Kamm,
often plays Carbondale and always
packs Hangar 9 with their upbeat

summertime vibe.
On the inside stage at 9:30 p.m.,
Knoxville, Tenn. natives Arpetrio
bring its fusion of electronica, jazz
and jam music to the strip.
Frontman Hugh DeNeal and the
rest of the Woodbox Gang take the
main stage outside at 10 p.m. The
beloved sons of southern Illinois
produce a sound that fuses American
roots music such as bluegrass, delta
blues, folk and traditional country
with a punk rock delivery. Their
unique blend of different styles and
fiery lyrics is often referred to as
Trashcan Americana.
SpringFest is The Woodbox
Gang’s first gig at Hangar 9 in about
six years and the band is treating it as
a coming home show.
“We spent a few years on the road

around the country in the early part
of the millennium and when we
mentioned Carbondale and music,
The Hangar was what they knew,”
DeNeal said. “At Hangar 9 it is a
feeling that we are all in this together,
as band and audience, that at this
particular moment in time we are
all experiencing an intensity of live
performance.”
Chicago-based funk band, The
Heard, closes out the night on the
inside stage at midnight.
“Looking forward to seeing folks
on the 12th,” DeNeal said. “Wear
your drinking boots!”
Festival gates open at 5 p.m. with
music starting at 6 p.m. Tickets are
$10 and will be sold at the door.
The event is for ages 19+ (unless
accompanied by an adult).

Bosco and Whiteford united in musical matrimony
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian
Some may say working with your
spouse is a challenge. In fact, some people
would refer to it as a nightmare.
Whoever thought up the stereotype

has obviously never seen or heard Tim
and Kristen Whiteford perform music.
Together, the couple forms two-thirds
of the band Bosco and Whiteford,
which plays a combination of country,
Americana and bluegrass music. Tim,
Kristen and Toby Merriman, fiddle
player, mandolin player, and vocalist, will
bring Bosco and Whiteford to the Rustle
Hill Winery stage 6 p.m. Friday.
Tim Whiteford and Kristen Bosco
met in November 2007 during an open
mic night at the old Hangar 9. It would

not take long before the two formed
something special.
“We hit it off and started playing
music together right away,” Tim said. “By
January of 2008, we were living together
and gigging out as a duo under the name
Bosco and Whiteford.”
In February 2008, the duo auditioned
for the Country Music Television
show “Can You Duet.” From a pool of
thousands, the power couple made it to
the final 12. Their vocals feed off each
other in a manner reminiscent of the late

Johnny and June Cash.
After the CMT show, the two
released an EP in the summer of 2008
and went on tour around the Midwest
and East coast with a full band under
the name “Bosco & Whiteford and the
New Stampede.”
The Whitefords married in 2009 and
have two children. Because of the time
they devote to their family, the two have
stayed in Carbondale. Kristen is seeking
her master’s degree from SIU in behavior
analysis and therapy and Tim performs

in several local bands such as Raw Flesh
Eaters, the Timmy Whiteford Band and
Barnacle Billy and the Zebra Mussels.
The trio recorded a fulllength album in Murphysboro at
Misunderstudio in 2012. However,
there is no release date yet because of
their busy schedules.
Kyle Sutton can be reached at ksutton@
dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter @KyleSutton_DE
or by phone at 536-3311 ext. 254.
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Clifton Howell looks over the freezer of processed meat on his farm east of Cobden. After the
animals are sent to slaughter, the meat is brought to the farm for storage. From there, Howell
sells the meat to various businesses in southern Illinois, including the Neighborhood Co-op
Grocery and Deli, and Fat Patties in Carbondale.
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Howell said each round bail of
hay weighs around 1,500 lbs.
Before the animals are butchered,
they are sent to a feedlot where
they are put on a corn diet. Howell
said the flavor of meat is a lot
better if the bison have been corn
fed instead of living their entire
lives on just grass.
The
Neighborhood
Co-op
Grocery Store in the Murdale
Shopping Center is one of the local
buyers of Bison Bluff Farm meat.
Wade
Chambliss
of
Murphysboro, the co-op’s meat
buyer, said stocking the shelves
with bison meat is great because
not a lot of people are doing it and
buying from a local farmer is good

for the community.
“Everything they do is done
local,” Chambliss said. “Their
bison are raised here, they are
slaughtered here, and everything
is processed and packaged and
brought straight here. To us, that
is great because that means all of
that money goes directly back into
our community, which is what the
co-op is all about.”
The bison population was nearly
destroyed by human intervention
in the 19th century,
At one time, there were an
estimated 40 to 60 million bison
roaming the lands of North
America, according to the National
Bison Association.
By the late 1800s, after years
of over-hunting for furs, tongues,
bones and meat, the population

of the North American bison
numbered less than 1,000 before
humans began efforts to preserve
and repopulate the nearly extinct
species.
According
to
the
latest
agricultural census taken by
the USDA, in 2007 there were
198,234 bison residing on private
ranches and farms in the United
States.
The same census counted
4,499 private ranches and farms
like Howell’s raising bison. The
National
Bison
Association
estimates the current total North
American herd size at around
450,000 bison.
Because of farmers like Howell
and his family, the population has
been increasing over the last 100
years.
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Editorial Policy

Notice

Our Word is the consensus of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Board on local, national
and global issues affecting the Southern Illinois University community. Viewpoints
expressed in columns and letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect those of the
Daily Egyptian.

The Daily Egyptian is a “designated public
forum.” Student editors have the authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. We reserve the right not to
publish any letter or guest column.

Corrections
In a Daily Egyptian opinion column titled “Freshmen treatment overshadows transfer potential,” printed
two years.

The Bible, at 35mm
Hollywood’s not afraid of God.
It’s afraid of Christians.
In an interview with Fox News March
20, headlined “Kevin Sorbo: Why
is Hollywood so afraid of God?” the
director of Christian success story “God’s
Not Dead” said he often wonders why
Hollywood harbors a “fear factor” for
God, noting he feels he has been cast out
because he didn’t vote for President Barack
Obama.
And he’s right, to an extent. But the
argument is a lot simpler than Hollywood
wants to lead a war on God — Hollywood
just wants to make money, and religious
subjects often carry baggage when
produced. The Christians who yell the
loudest tend to place labels on a piece of
work before they see the finished product,
even if there are good lessons to be pulled
from the material. Religious groups quite
often fortify and miss the chance to let
media work in their favor.
Studios hate controversy (unless they
have Harvey Weinstein at the helm). The
same can be said for why it’s taken so long
for depictions of gay couples on screen to
be treated as normal. Fear of controversy
doesn’t know party lines, nor does it know
how the audience will interpret any given
material. The last 15 years saw Christians
denounce J.K. Rowling’s “Harry Potter”
novels as satanic, even though the final
book blatantly retells the story of Jesus’
death and resurrection and casts an evil
wizard in the devil’s role.
This month, noted atheist Darren
Aronofsky’s interpretation of “Noah” is the
target. The film does take liberties with the
Bible story, mainly insinuating that Noah
was a deeply conflicted man who believed
God told him to kill his family, only the
animals were clean and Noah was simply
allowed to live a little longer to save them.
Paramount had a public spat with
Aronofsky, who wanted final cut privileges
on the movie. At the suggestion of the
National Religious Broadcasters, trailers
for the film were altered to include a
snippet of text at the end informing
audiences the film was a fictionalized
depiction of Noah’s life.

The Daily Egyptian is published by the
students of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale 50 weeks per year, with an
average daily circulation of 15,000. Fall and
spring semester editions run Monday through
Thursday. Summer editions run Tuesday
through Thursday. All intersession editions run
on Wednesdays. Free copies are distributed in
the Carbondale and Carterville communities.
The Daily Egyptian online publication can be
found at www.dailyegyptian.com.
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KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER
Daily Egyptian
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t’s time the church stop looking at movies like “Noah” as
the devil in sheep’s clothing and relying on the same old
media outlets to reassure them their choice to not step out is
a victory.

— Karten Burgstahler

This is why Hollywood is afraid of
Christians, and why Christian movies get
stuck with dinky distribution deals and has
to rely on word of mouth. It’s why they
have poor budgets and bad screenplays.
But every time a new religious film comes
out, box office pundits are amazed at the
small Christian film, drumming up so
much support. There’s an untapped market
Paramount clearly wanted before they
realized the wrath they would incur for
taking a dramatic license to a story that
already requires faith to accept as truth.
I loved ‘Noah” as both a Christian and
a film enthusiast. It’s beautiful graphically
because Aronofsky has a mind for quiet
wonders, but it also wrestles with scripture
and the nature of God in a way films like
“Fireproof ” and “God’s Not Dead” don’t
because they preach to the choir. Those
movies can pump up Christians to go
spread the word, but don’t really challenge
them to think deeply about scripture.
That challenge is exactly the reason
Christian groups need to rethink their
strategy when it comes to Hollywood-ized
tales of the Bible. Two more have yet to hit
theaters— “Heaven is for Real” and Ridley
Scott’s Christian Bale “Exodus” epic— so
religion will be one of the big topics in
filmmaking this year.
With these opportunities to have biblical
stories in the limelight, it’s time the church
stop looking at movies like “Noah” as the
devil in sheep’s clothing and relying on the
same old media outlets to reassure them
their choice to not step out is a victory.
What religion doesn’t need is Glenn Beck
telling the world he knew how “Noah” was
an environmentalist picture all along. Once
again it’s preaching to the choir, refusing to
debate important ideas. Religions allow a
small portion of the population to speak
for them.

The Daily Egyptian, the student-run
newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted
source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers
understand the issues affecting their lives.

With “Noah,” it’s perfectly acceptable
for the church to point out the liberties the
movie takes with the story — for instance,
God doesn’t clearly tell Noah he is saving
Noah’s family, or that only one of Noah’s
sons had a wife on the boat. But the way
Aronofsky uses these changes to construct
Adam and Eve parallels to the Noah story
is worth a debate in the church.
One of the most common arguments
against God’s existence is why would a
benevolent being allow good things to
happen to bad people. “Noah” explores
this angry, strict God, something even
the Bible confirms when telling the story
of the gospel, that Jesus died so we didn’t
have to bear the burden of sin any more.
But the movie also shows God’s trust in a
righteous man to make powerful decisions
through free will. These are all topics worth
discussing and by no means are sacrilegious.
They are at the very heart of religion.
The church is at a crossroads with the
media now. Many stories focused on
religion are concerned with those who hold
literal by-the-Bible arguments and refuse
to talk about them; perhaps out of fear
they will sound unintelligent. Writing off a
biblical film, allowing the church a chance
to reach out to the public and discuss the
complexities of the Bible doesn’t do anyone
any good. It’s time for the church to
embrace culture and use it to its advantage
instead of hiding behind rhetoric.
Otherwise it’s going to be washed away
in the media flood.

Karsten Burgstahler can be reached at
kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter @kburgstahler_DE
or at 536-3311 ext. 254.
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Calendar
Events
April 10-13 2014
Pinch Penny Pub
4-10: Pint Night
4-12: #POP @ 12:30 p.m.

Tres Hombres

4-10: Randall Shreve and the Sideshow @ 10 p.m.
4-11: Blue Moon Revue and Jenny Johnson @ 10 p.m.
4-12: Secondary Modern and Pigeon @ 9 p.m.

Hangar 9

4-10: Shiner Beer Presents Cree Rider Family Band w/
W.T. Newton @ 10 p.m.
4-11: Tawl Paul and The Swamp Tigers @ 9 p.m. $5
4-12: Shiner SpringFest feat The Woodbox Gang, Aaron,
Kamm and the One Drops, The Mike Dillon Band, The
Heard, Arpetrio, Little Pizza @ 5 p.m. $10

Curbside

4-11: Arron’s Aries Birthday Bash @ 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
4-12: Pretty Kitty Productions Presents: Reggae “Hear
Comes the Boom” @ 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Copper Dragon

Super Circus Heroes @ 1 p.m.

Student Center

4-10: Bowling & Billards: Cosmic Bowling @ 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Kaskaskia Room: Mastering the Interview: Round Table
Discussion @ 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Craft Shop: Raku Pottery @ 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Students $30.
Others $40
4-11: Bowling & Billards: School Spirit Day @ 10 p.m. - 4 p.m.
2nd Floor: McNair Welcome Ceremony 4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
4-13: Bowling & Billards: Sunday Funday @ 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Communications Building

4-10: Room 1032: Radio is Not a Container @ 3 p.m. - 5:30
p.m.
4-12: Moe Theater: Hamlet @ 7 p.m.

Shryock Auditorium

4-10: SIU Studio Jazz Orchestra @ 7:30 p.m.
4-12: Southern Illinois Steampunk Society Annual
Masquerade Ball 6-10 p.m.

Morris Library

4-10: Gramatik w/ Branx & Bibbz @ 9 p.m. $20 in advance
4-11: Drew Bladridge w/ We Got It Covered @ 9 p.m.
$6 in advance, $8 at the door

4-10: Drop, Trickle, Flow - Interactive Installation @ 8 a.m.
4-11: Drop, Trickle, Flow - Interactive Installation @ 8 a.m.
Guyon Auditorium: Conversations with Chimpanzees @ 7 p.m.
4-12: Drop, Trickle, Flow - Interactive Installation @ 8 a.m.

The Grotto Lounge

Lesar Law Building

4-10: Live Jazz w/ Coulter, Goot and Wall @ 7 p.m.
4-13: Home-Style Comfort Food Sunday

Rustle Hill Winery

4-11: Bosco & Whiteford 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
4-12: Blue Afternoon @ 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. and
Rich Fabec Band @ 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Blue Sky Winery

4-12: Taylor Made ( Folk/Classic Rock/Modern Pop) @ 2 p.m.
- 5 p.m.
4-13: Bill Harper (Classic Rock/ Folk & Country) @ 2 p.m.
- 5 p.m.

Von Jakob Vineyard

4-12: Dirtwater Fox 3:30-6:30 p.m.
4-13: Dave Caputo Duo @ 2:30-5:30 p.m.

Starview Winery

4-12: Swamp Tigers 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
4-13: Larry Dillard @ 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

SIU Arena

4-11: Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey® Presents
Super Circus Heroes @ 7 p.m.
4-12: Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey® Presents
Super Circus Heroes @ 11 a.m., 3 p.m. & 7 p.m.
4-13: Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey® Presents

4-10: Auditorium: “No Vans Land” film & discussion
@ 3 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Lawson Hall

4-10: Room 231: New Lenses for the 20/20 Experience:
Discussion about Justin Timberlake & Sexual Consent
@ 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Old Baptist Foundation

4-11: All About Women - Vocal Graduate Recital by
Brent Gravois @ 5 p.m.
4-12: Danielle Elyse Aldach, Performer-Composer, In Recital
4-13: Robert Graham Cello Recital @ 4 p.m.

Thompson Point Boat Dock

4-13: Campus Beautification Day @ 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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Teen stabs 22 at
Pittsburgh-area
high school
JOE MANDAK
KEVIN BEGOS
Associated Press
MURRYSVILLE, Pa. — Flailing
away with two kitchen knives, a 16-yearold boy with a “blank expression”
stabbed and slashed 21 students and a
security guard in the crowded halls of
his suburban Pittsburgh high school
Wednesday before an assistant principal
tackled him.
At least five students were critically
wounded, including a boy whose
liver was pierced by a knife thrust that
narrowly missed his heart and aorta,
doctors said. Others also suffered deep
abdominal puncture wounds.
The rampage — which came after
decades in which U.S. schools geared
much of their emergency planning
toward mass shootings, not stabbings —
set off a screaming stampede, left blood
on the floor and walls, and brought
teachers rushing to help the victims.
Police shed little light on the motive.
The suspect, Alex Hribal, was taken
into custody and treated for a minor
hand wound, then was brought into
court in shackles and a hospital gown and
charged with four counts of attempted
homicide and 21 counts of aggravated
assault. He was jailed without bail, and
authorities said he would be prosecuted
as an adult.
At the brief hearing, District Attorney
John Peck said after he was seized, Hribal
made comments suggesting he wanted
to die.
Defense Attorney Patrick Thomassey
described him as a good student who
got along with others, and asked for a
psychiatric examination.
The attack unfolded in the morning
just minutes before the start of classes at
1,200-student Franklin Regional High
School, in an upper-middle-class area 15
miles east of Pittsburgh.
It was over in about five minutes,
during which the boy ran wildly down
about 200 feet of hallway, slashing away
with knives about 8 to 10 inches long,
police said.
Nate Moore, 15, said he saw the
boy tackle and knife a freshman. He
said he was going to try to break it
up when the boy got up and slashed
Moore’s face, opening a wound that

required 11 stitches.
“It was really fast. It felt like he hit me
with a wet rag because I felt the blood
splash on my face. It spurted up on my
forehead,” Moore said.
The attacker “had the same
expression on his face that he has
every day, which was the freakiest
part,” he said. “He wasn’t saying
anything. He didn’t have any
anger on his face. It was just a
blank expression.”
Assistant Principal Sam King finally
tackled the boy and disarmed him, and a
Murrysville police officer who is regularly
assigned to the school handcuffed him,
police said.
King’s son said his father was treated
at a hospital, though authorities said
he was not knifed.
“He says he’s OK. He’s a tough
cookie and sometimes hides things, but
I believe he’s OK,” Zack King said. “I’m
proud of him.”
In addition to the 22 stabbed or
slashed, two people suffered other
injuries, authorities said. The security
guard, who was wounded after
intervening early in the melee, was not
seriously hurt.
“There are a number of heroes in
this day. Many of them are students,”
Gov. Tom Corbett said. “Students who
stayed with their friends and didn’t
leave their friends.”
As for what set off the attack,
Murrysville Police Chief Thomas
Seefeld said investigators were looking
into reports of a threatening phone
call between the suspect and another
student the night before. Seefeld didn’t
specify whether the suspect received or
made the call.
The FBI joined the investigation and
went to the boy’s house, where authorities
said they planned to confiscate and
search his computer.
“They are a very, very nice family. A
great family. We never saw anything
out of the ordinary,” said John
Kukalis, a next-door neighbor for
about 13 years.
His wife, Sonya Kukalis, said it
should be an eye-opener for everybody.
“Everyone always thinks it’s the
other neighborhood, the other
town. We need to be kinder and
show compassion to more people.

Something must have been going on
for him to do this,” she said.
While several bloody stabbing
rampages at schools in China have
made headlines in the past few years,
schools in the U.S. have concentrated
their emergency preparations on
shooting rampages.
Nevertheless, there have been at least
two major stabbing attacks at U.S. schools
over the past year, one at a community
college in Texas last April that wounded
at least 14 people, and another, also in
Texas, that killed a 17-year-old student
and injured three others at a high school
in September.
On Wednesday, Mia Meixner, 16, said
the rampage touched off a “stampede
of kids” yelling, “Run! Get out of here!
Someone has a knife!”
Meixner and Moore called the
attacker a shy boy who largely kept to
himself, but was not an outcast and
they had no reason to think he might
be violent.
“He was never mean to anyone, and
I never saw people be mean to him,”
Meixner said. “I never saw him with a
particular group of friends.”
Michael Float, 18, said he had just
gotten to school when he saw “blood all
over the floor” and smeared on the wall
near the main entrance. Then he saw a
wounded student.
“He had his shirt pulled up and he was
screaming, ‘Help! Help!’” Float said. “He
had a stab wound right at the top right of
his stomach, blood pouring down.”
Float said he saw a teacher
applying pressure to the wound of
another student.
About five minutes elapsed between
the time the campus police officer
summoned help over the radio at 7:13
a.m. and the boy was disarmed, the
police chief said.
Someone, possibly a student, pulled
a fire alarm during the attack, Seefeld
said. Although that created chaos, the
police chief said, it emptied out the
school more quickly, and “that was a
good thing that that was done.”
Also, a girl with “an amazing amount
of composure” applied pressure to a
schoolmate’s wounds and probably kept
the victim from bleeding to death, said
Dr. Mark Rubino at Forbes Regional
Medical Center.
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Wednesday’s Answers:

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

DOWN
1 Like geniuses

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

Wednesday’s
PuzzleSolved
Solved
Monday’s Puzzle

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Unscramblethese
thesefour
fourJumbles,
Jumbles,
Unscramble
oneletter
lettertotoeach
eachsquare,
square,
one
formfour
fourordinary
ordinarywords.
words.
totoform

YAMLD

YAMLD
YAMLD

©2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

FIUNY

©2012
Tribune
Media
Services,
Inc.
©2012
Tribune
Media
Services,
Inc.
Rights
Reserved.
AllAll
Rights
Reserved.

FIUNY
FIUNY
(c)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

39 Shrinking sea
40 Marathoner’s need
41 They may be
coined
44 Street opening
45 Became a
contestant
46 Gadget you can
count on?
47 “This ___”: “How
strange”
48 Well-heeled
Marcos

04/09/14
3/20/12

50 Sculptors’ subjects
52 Resist authority
54 Earth-friendly
prefix
57 Neither an ally
nor an enemy:
Abbr.
61 Common URL
ender
62 Slangy aboutface
63 Printer resolution
meas.

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills

Com
so e
colu
3-by
(in b
cont
digit
For
how
Sud

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
www
THATSCRAMBLED
SCRAMBLEDWORD
WORDGAME
GAME
THAT
one letter to each square,
© 2014 The Mepham Group. Distribute
by
David
L.
Hoyt
and
Jeff
Knurek
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reser
to form four ordinary words.

Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble
Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

2 Medium with a lot
of talk
3 Ate, as soup
4 Price to pay: Abbr.
5 Bullfighter’s cloak
6 “Road” film
co-star
7 __ Sketch:
drawing toy
8 Hägar creator
Browne
9 Suffix with benz10 Wind River
Reservation tribe
11 Kind of lamp with
a tungsten filament
12 One who doesn’t
hog
15 “__ Easy”:
Ronstadt hit
18 Decoding org.
23 Something to
wear
25 Sot’s speech
problem
27 Money
28 Atlantic Division
NBA team
31 Balt. Orioles’ div.
34 Step on
someone’s toes,
so to speak
35 Mac alternatives
38 Brussels-based
defense gp.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

04/10/14
3/20/12

ANUDIP

ANUDIP
ANUDIP

BEELBP

BEELBP
BEELBP

Print
answer
here:
““
PrintAnswer:
answerhere:
here:
Print
answer

Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

By Pam Amick Klawitter

Now arrange the circled letters

“

Now
arrange
thesurprise
circledletters
letters
to
form the
answer, as
Now
arrange
the
circled
form
thesurprise
surprise
answer,
totoform
the
answer,
asas
suggested
by the
above
cartoon.
suggested
by
the
above
cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.

- --

ACROSS
1 Stove fuel
4 Consent (to)
10 Sauna sounds
13 Tiny troublemaker
14 Drink ordered dry
or dirty
16 Cheer word
17 *Where some
carry keys
19 Pie __ mode
20 New Mexico art
colony
21 Volcano output
22 Flavor
24 Author Ferber
and actress Best
26 *Behind-thescenes area
29 Reno roller
30 “Now I __ me
down ...”
32 One more
33 Two-time N.L.
batting champ
Lefty
35 The Beatles’ “__
Love You”
36 Physics particle
37 *Peugeot or
Renault, e.g.
40 Coppertone letters
42 Remote batteries
43 Krispy __
doughnuts
46 Nonbeliever
48 “This __ ripoff!”
49 Farm worker?
51 *Campaign in
rural areas
53 Slow, to
Schumann
55 Brazilian writer
Jorge
56 Velvet finish?
58 “Gypsys, Tramps
& Thieves” singer
59 Grafton’s “__ for
Corpse”
60 School entrances,
or, in a way, what
each answer to a
starred clue has
64 One for Monet
65 Evaporated
66 MGM mascot
67 Airline to
Stockholm
68 Trattoria desserts
69 Time workers:
Abbr.

””

”

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
BISON
MERCY
ONWARD
NOODLE
Jumbles:
Jumbles:
BISON
MERCY
ONWARD
NOODLE
Jumbles:
BISON
MERCY
ONWARD
NOODLE
Wednesday’s
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
After
seeing
howwrinkled
wrinkled
hissuit
suit
was,
Answer:
After
seeing
how
wrinkled
his
suit
was,
Answer:
After
seeing
how
his
was,
Answer:
Answers:
Superman
would
become
this——
IRON
MAN MAN
Superman
would
become
this
IRON
Superman
would
become
this
—MAN
IRON

Aries — Today is a 5 — You’re
entering a busy phase, with steady,
creative work and unexpected
circumstances to dodge. You see
the value in an offer. Wait to make
a final decision. Focus on priorities.

Cancer — Today is a 7 — You
learn quickly lately, so pay attention.
Measure thrice and cut once. Go
faster by taking your time. Costs may
be higher than expected. Let go of
irritation with a walk; breathe deeply.

Libra — Today is a 6 — Face
something you’ve been avoiding,
and conclude arrangements. It
brings satisfaction. Listen to the
emotional undercurrent. You’re
sensitive for a couple of days.

Capricorn — Today is a 7 — Review
your accounts; pay down debt and
stash funds for a rainy day. Find new
ways to be resourceful. Nurture
children, and learn from their
unfiltered wisdom. Begin writing.

Taurus — Today is a 5 — The
information you seek may not be in
the manual. Speak with an expert
for a new view. Resources and ideas
arise in social commons. Romance
easily kindles sparks into flame.

Leo — Today is a 7 — Things could
get expensive without a plan. Focus
on bringing funds in, and spending
within your budget. Consider nonmonetary resources in your assets
list. You have more than you think.

Scorpio — Today is a 6 — Do
paperwork and update budgets for
extra profits. Hide out, if necessary.
Stifle your rebellious tendencies.
Launch a project or trip later. Build a
strong foundation and friendships.

Aquarius — Today is a 6 —
Financial planning keeps you afloat.
Adjust and prepare. Write down
what you want. Admit limitations.
Deadline loom; take care of business.
Finish chores and then go play.

Gemini — Today is a 7 — A phase
of household changes and domestic
bliss takes hold. Clean house and
find treasure. Work from home.
Handle family matters, too. Plan a
party, and connect with friends.

Virgo — Today is a 6 — You’re in
charge. Expand your territory,
without overspending. Follow a
hunch. Review your plan and
resources, and tweak for high
performance. The energy’s high.

Sagittarius — Today is a 7 — Career
matters demand attention. This
project raises your status. The profits
come later. Start saving up for what
you want, together. Re-affirm a
commitment. Enjoy recreation.

Pisces — Today is a 6 — Hold
yourself to high standards. Love
pushes you onward and upward.
Postpone chores and finish an
old job. Consult with experts.
Partnership gets the job done.
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Salukis fall short against Panthers
TONY MCDANIEL
Daily Egyptian
In a game where the Dawgs left
eight runners on base, the team fell
just short against a quality Ohio
Valley Conference opponent.
Eastern Illinois University (27-11)
traveled to Charlotte West Stadium
for a midweek matchup against the
Saluki softball team (17-18).
Junior pitcher Katie Bertelsen (97) got the start for the Salukis. She
was paired against Eastern Illinois’
pitcher Stephanie Maday (11-5),
who entered the game with a 2.32
ERA and 87 strikeouts on the season.
SIU opened the scoring in the
bottom of the first inning when
senior outfielder Michelle Glenn
scored from second base on an
error by EIU shortstop Bailey
O’Dell. Eastern answered back in
their next chance at the plate with a
double to left field that scored one
run and set the tone for what was a
high scoring ball game.
In the third inning, EIU senior
infielder Reynae Hutchinson hit a
two-run home run to left field to give
Eastern its first lead of the game.
Saluki sophomore infielder
Kelsey Gonzalez led off the bottom
of the third inning with her second
home run of the season.
Both teams scored two runs
in the fourth inning to give the
Panthers a 5-4 lead.
In the top of the fifth inning,
Bertelsen allowed two runs on
back-to-back hits to warrant SIU
head coach Kerri Blaylock to bring
in senior Taylor Orsburn to pitch.
Heading to the bottom of the seventh
inning, SIU trailed by two runs.
Saluki freshman infielder Shaye

CHRIS ZOELLER · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Senior catcher Allie VadeBoncouer squeezes a pitch from senior reliever Taylor Orsburn Wednesday during the Salukis’ 7-6 loss
to Eastern Illinois University at Charlotte West Stadium. Freshman pitcher Shaye Harre started a seventh inning rally with a solo
home run but the Salukis ultimately fell short of a comeback. SIU will travel to Peoria Saturday for a weekend series against
Bradley University.
Harre led off the inning with a
bomb over the center field wall to
cut the Panther lead to one run.
Two batters later, senior catcher
Allie VadeBoncouer hit a ball to
left field that looked as if it had the
distance to tie up the game, but the
ball fell into the EIU left fielder’s
glove just short of a homerun.
The Salukis would fail to get any

offense going after that and gave EIU
the 7-6 win.
Blaylock said despite EIU’s
record, she thought SIU was the
better team before the game started.
“It’s just disappointing. I thought
it was a game we could win,” she
said. “We started a little bit slow on
the mound, but I thought we were
sloppy in some areas. We let them

get some runs, and we didn’t score
with bases loaded again.”
With the loss, SIU’s record now
sits at 17-18. Blaylock said she does
not think the record reflects how
her team has played this season.
“I just don’t feel we’re a .500
club,” she said. “I want [the team]
these last 17 games to show what
they’re made of, which is not an up

and down ball club.“
SIU travels this weekend to
Bradley University (17-20) for a
three-game series against its Missouri
Valley Conference opponent.
Tony McDaniel can be reached at
tmcdaniel@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter @tonymcdanielDE,
or at 536-3311 ext. 282

Scholarships dig deeper than pockets
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
Daily Egyptian
Scholarships can be the deciding
factor when it comes to an athlete
continuing his or her education
after high school.
Some college athletes wouldn’t
be able enroll if it wasn not for
scholarships and few would be
able to afford tuition if scholarship
money wasn’t available to them.
SIU athletes, as well as athletes
at other schools, are able to receive
different types of scholarships;
some partial and some full. Some
compete as a walk-on, but they will
receive little or no financial support
from the university.
Donors of the Saluki Athletics
Scholarship Fund pay an annual
amount to secure priority seating and
parking for basketball and football
games. All contributed money goes
into a fund for scholarships.
Within the last few years, the
athletic department has collected
more than a million dollars in
scholarship money through the
fund. In 2009 and 2010, it peaked
at $1.2 million.
In the last fiscal year, the athletic
department didn’t receive as much, but
did garner a hefty total of $850,000.

‘‘W

e try to let donors know how important the scholarship fund is. Not just
for our numbers, but for the student athlete and the athlete’s experience
because this is important in any student athlete’s life.

Donors who contribute to
the scholarship fund have many
perks. They can receive priority
points distinguishing them from
others when allocating postseason
tickets as well as their own reserved
parking space.
John Cherry, an alumnus and
donor for more than 30 years,
has earned the title of a “Saluki
Champion,” a donor who has
contributed $10,000 or more.
Not only has Cherry contributed
to athletic scholarships, he has
also donated to Saluki Way, a
10-year project which included
the new football stadium, indoor
practice facility and renovation of
SIU arena.
Cherry said as an alumnus and
former athlete, it is very important
to donate to the athletic department.
“Athletes need support from the
people who love and care about
the university,” he said. “In my

—Gabe Tippy
Saluki Athletic Scholarship Fund director

opinion, we alums should all give
our part.”
Although Cherry enjoys watching
SIU basketball the most, he said
each of his contributions counts for
every athlete on campus.
“When I give to SASF, I’m
giving to all sports,” he said. “I
don’t give money just to basketball
even though it’s my preferred
sport. I’m supporting the whole
athletic program.”
Gabe Tippy, SASF director, said
athletes are always grateful for what
they receive, and the donors are
usually happy to give.
“We try to let donors know how
important the scholarship fund is,” he
said. “Not just for our numbers, but
for the student athlete and the athlete’s
experience because this is important
in any student athlete’s life.”
Senior women’s basketball guard
Jordyn Courier has been on a full
scholarship her entire career as a Saluki.

“I get to see what it’s like for
other people who have to work
to pay for school and I know it
can be a constant struggle,” she
said. “My roommate isn’t on a
scholarship and when I see some of
the things she goes through I just
feel blessed.”
Courier has younger siblings and
said her scholarship has helped her
family tremendously.
Various athletes from each sport
participate in the annual ThankA-Thon where each of them call
donors and thank them for their
contributions.
“I would like to think that most
donors, if not all of our donors,
understand that their support
fulfills an opportunity that a
student athlete may not otherwise
have,” Tippy said. “And I would
hope to think it’s a fulfilling thing
to give that student athlete to do
something they may have dreamt of

all of their life.”
Former outside linebacker Juan
Avila said his scholarship helped his
family. Avila started off as a walkon, but worked his way up into
earning nearly a full scholarship
after two years.
Avila was offered a number of
scholarships before committing
to SIU. He said he is glad he
committed to SIU and had the
chance to redshirt because it made
him a stronger athlete.
“Coming here and having the
opportunity to work out with good
athletes was great,” he said. “Instead
of having everything given to me I
had to work for it.”
It was a very emotional day for
Avila when he found out his hard
work paid off.
“After I left coach Lennon’s
office, I sat in the locker room for
nearly an hour,” he said. “I was
very emotional and at that time I
knew I could help my family out
and, most importantly, continue
with my education.”

Symone Woolridge can be reached at
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com,
on twitter @swoolridge_DE,
or at 536-3311 ext. 269

SportS

For live updates of all Saluki sports
follow @DEsalukis
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Power outweighs patience in softball
Multimedia
To see a video report visit:
www.dailyegyptian.com
One of my favorite moments in
the history of sports took place on a
softball field, but it certainly was not
my performance in a home run derby.
April 26, 2008. Western Oregon
University played Central Washington
University. WOU’s senior right fielder
Sara Tucholsky hit her first career home
run, but injured herself at first base.
Tucholsky would have been called out if
any of her teammates touched her, and it
would have been ruled a two-run single if
the coach used a pinch runner.
Two players on Central Washington’s
team showed sportsmanship by carrying
Tucholsky around the bases to make her
home run official. They stopped at every
bag to touch her left foot on every base
because they said she deserved it. The
moment won an Excellence in Sports
Performance Yearly Award for the best
moment, and inspired me to become a
sport’s reporter.
This week, I challenged senior second
baseman Jayna Spivey to a home run

derby. Any swing that did not send the
ball over the fence resulted in an out.
We each received six outs to rack up as
many home runs as possible.
Spivey broke the school record for
RBIs, and is tied for the team lead
with three home runs this season.
She is in the top ten in the Missouri
Valley Conference in eight offensive
categories this season and has been
named an All-Conference athlete her
first three years.
I hit a couple of doubles in little
league, but primarily either drew a
walk or struck out looking. My baseball
career ended in middle school after two
consecutive thumb injuries. I lost a lot
of development time and decided to
throw in the towel.
We both were allowed three outs, and
Spivey went first. After watching her in
batting practice, I felt doomed. It seemed
like every ball she hit went the distance.
My patience at the plate ssticks with
me today. It was my first time swinging a
bat in years, so I took the first couple of
pitches. Spivey later said she wished she
could be less eager at the plate.
That wasn’t going to make a
difference; at that point Spivey already
had two home runs. When I finally
took a rip at one, it went as far as a bunt.
I made contact with all three
pitches, but none of them even came
close to the fence.

REMY ABROUGHT · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Senior infielder Jayna Spivey was honored with her first Missouri Valley Conference softball Player of
the Week title Monday. Spivey set the school RBI record at 141 and is eighth in MVC history. She has
also led the SIU offense in doubles per game this season.
Spivey added one more home run,
which gave her a 3-0 lead as I headed to
my last three outs. I hit one ball out of
the infield, but hit no home runs. To no
surprise, Spivey won.
Like myself, Spivey is a Chicago
Cubs fan. I wore my Cubs hat, and
instantly got grief from head coach
Kerri Blaylock. She said if it were a
St. Louis Cardinals hat, I might have
won the competition, but my guess is I
would not have made any contact.

Regardless of what the coaches said,
the players cheered every time I made
contact, which cancelled Blaylock’s
grief, and eliminated any excuse I had
for a bad day at the plate.
It was interesting hitting softball
pitches. The angle a softball pitcher
takes allows the ball to move up in the
zone instead of sinking like a baseball.
Every pitch seemed to be an inch off
the ground, but in reality they were all
hitting the strike zone.

Spivey earned the MVC Player of
the Week days after our competition by
hitting .692 with three doubles, a home
run and six RBIs in four games.
Spivey and the Dawgs play at
Bradley University this weekend in a
three-game series.
Aaron Graff can be contacted at
Agraff@dailyegyptian.com,
@Aarongraff_DE
or 536-3311 ext. 269

